
Star'Kes Shoot and Surf 

Star'Kes Shoot and surf offers people the ultimate in blaster and board experiences, combining two 

great experiences into one amazing package. 

Shoot and surf offers both indoor and outdoor blaster ranges, sited within traditional local beach hut 

style buildings and within the local jungle environment. Each range features a wide variety of 

blasters to experience, from the famous E-11 to the more ubiquitous DL-44.  

In addition to its standard indoor ranges, Shoot and Surf offers its Famous Board and Blaster 

Experience. Situated on the luxurious coastline, Shoot and Surf has access to miles of glorious surfing 

water as well as the most beautiful and crisp oceans you will find. Board and Blaster offers the thrill 

seeker the unique experience of hover or traditional boarding while engaging a variety of targets in 

our purpose build Shoot and Surf range, an experience available nowhere else. 

Star'Kes Shoot and Surf can be easily found in the Beach District, look for the large signs and the 

sounds of holiday makers have a blasting time. 

Shoot and Surf is a complex of traditional but gaudy beach buildings, built onto the edge of the 

jungle and flowing out into the beach area. The visitor is greeted by a large hut where they will be 

offered a variety of options from simple blaster range access to the famous Board and Blaster 

experience. Once inside, the compound has everything a visitor needs from changing rooms and 

showers to gift shops and restaurants. Clientele have access to three miles of pristine beaches as 

well as the associated water, apart from the areas that are sectioned off for the Board and Blaster 

experience. The Blaster ranges are closely monitored and the weapons have interlocks fitted to 

them to prevent any wana be idiots from going on a spree. All bags are checked on entry and exit to 

make sure weapons don’t enter or leave the establishment. 


